Agricultural & Biosystems Engineering 2014
Fall Scholarship Banquet
Volstorff Ballroom
Thursday, October 2nd
Social 6:15 PM
Dinner 6:30 PM
See Susan or Candy!
Program
Masters of Ceremony.................................................. Samuel Mellgren and Matt Jensen

Dinner

Invocation............................................................... Dan Humburg

Club Officer Introduction.......................................... Samuel Mellgren and Matt Jensen

Recognition of Long-standing ASABE Members and Honored Guests..................................................... Van Kelley

Outstanding Sophomore
Alpha Epsilon.............................................................. Todd Troien

Internship Presentations................................................ Samuel Mellgren and Matt Jensen

Scholarship Presentations............................................. ABE/AST Faculty

2014-2015 Scholarship Awards

Dale Bidwell
ABE Recipients
Seth Boerboom Nicholas Klingenberg Tia Mueller
Ryan VanTassel Zane Young

Mr. & Mrs. Chin Chow Chu
ABE/AST Recipients
Grant Bose April Erdman Les Jelsma Kyle Kramer
Colin LeBrunt Thomas Loenis Tanner Michelson

Lois & Wes Tschetter
ABE Recipient
Jerome Schuhweck

Henry DeLong
ABE Recipient AST Recipient
Matthew Harndson David VoKlompenburg

Neil & Lillian Dinick
ABE Recipient
Shawn Mack

DeWild, Grant, Reckert, & Associates
ABE Recipient
Jared Hillard
Other Scholarship Awards

Justin Spies..................YELLOW AND BLUE
Tynan Steckelberg...........YELLOW AND BLUE
Blake Steegenga.............YELLOW AND BLUE
Ethan Steiner..............Lackey Scholarship in Ag, Milt & Rich Scholarship
Brock Tillma..............Kallemeen Scholarship in Ag Economics
Spencer Van Overbeke.....OMEGA Scholarship
Austin VanSanten..........Griffith Scholarship & Lilley Scholarship
Kamber Warme...............Faulk City Crop Improvement Scholarship
Zachary Campbell.........Tolk Scholarship
Lane Weber........Glendenning Scholarship
Matthew Xi................YELLOW AND BLUE

Agricultural & Biosystems Engineering
Agricultural Systems Technology
Faculty

Laurent Alouf
Gary Anderson
Erin Cortus
Zhengrong Gu
Christopher Hay
Daniel Humbug

James Jutson
Van Kelley
K. Mathumanappan
Stephen Pohl
Dennis Todey
Todd Troien
Nicholas Ullyk

Lyle W. Laberee
ABE Recipient
Tanner Schaefer

Marvin Larson
AST Recipient
James Schneider

Harry Leonhardt
ABE Recipient
Timothy Deinert

James & Melody Mielke
ABE Recipient
Carl Vondrak

Louis & Irene Lubinus
ABE Recipient
Tanner Schaefer

William and Margaret Lytle
ABE Recipient
Tanner Schaefer
G. Robert Durland
ABE Recipients
Austin Carlson  Ryan Swenson

AST Recipients
Benjamin Dingus
Brent Krause
David VanKlompenburg

Ben & Art Fenn
ABE Recipient
Timothy Deinert

Agricultural & Biosystems Engineering
ABE Recipient
Matthew Haraldson

Dennis & Hazel Moe
ABE Recipient
Bryce Siverling

Leslie "Brick" Johnson
and Vera Johnson
ABE Recipients
Caleb Lang

Lyle & Melissa Mangen
ABE Recipient
Matthew Willaby

AGCO
ABE Recipient
Tanner Schweer

Mylo & Lillian Hellickson
ABE Recipient
Caleb Lang

Charlie Wahl
ABE Recipient
Tanner Schweer

Darrell & Ruth DeBoer
ABE Recipient
Shawn Mack
Other Scholarship Awards

- Clay Abrahamson..........Roberts Scholarship
- Jessica Andronowicz.....Jackrabbit Achievement Award
- Dylan Antoff..............Jackrabbit Achievement Award
- Justin Antoff.............Wallace Memorial Scholarship
- Andrew Bakker............Honors Scholarship
- Daniel Bechen..............Griffith Scholarship and Dittman Scholarship
- Shane Binger..............Christensen Scholarship
- Austin Brandes...........Hedrick Dory Scholarship in Econ.
- Brady Buck................Willbur Parliament Scholarships for Hamlin HS Students
- Zachary Campbell.........Tolk Scholarship
- Derek Chase.................Griffith Huron HS Merit Scholarship
- Christ Christopher........Farm Credit Services of America Scholarships
- Matthew Cole...............Hendricks Family Scholarship and Gehart Memorial Scholarship
- Jacob Cuperus............Andahl Endowed Foundation Scholarship & Honors Scholarship
- Joshua Daum.................Woodbine Scholarship Fund
- Joseph DeBoer.........Harms Oil Company Scholarship
- Lucas Derdall.........Memorial Scholarship, Youngberg Scholarship & Faxon Plastics Scholarship
- Zachary Effling...........J. Lohr Scholars Scholarship
- Joshua Fast.................YELLOW AND BLUE
- James Fischer..............Bartels Scholarship
- Matthew Fritzke............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Michael Garrett............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Adam Geffre.................YELLOW AND BLUE
- Seth Haigh...............ABS College Dean's Excellence Scholarship and YELLOW AND BLUE
- Timothy Harder............YELLOW AND BLUE & ABS College Dean's Excellence Scholarship
- Gavin Held...............Jackrabbit Challenge Award
- Trenton Hofer.............Boys State Scholarship & Bau Leaders Schl.
- Cole Huhnerek...........Bck Scholarship & YELLOW AND BLUE
- Chandler Jansen...........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Dylan Johnson.............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Shay Johnson..............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Dalton Kampsen...........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Arthur Kirk................Biddle Scholarship
- Logan Knoshal...........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Alexander Koepke..........Bierstedt Scholarship
- Johnathan Kramer.........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Parker Kretsch............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Devon Lammers...........Jackrabbit Achievement Award
- Caleb Lang..............Thompson Music Scholarship Endowment
- Emma Larson..............YELLOW AND BLUE & Jackrabbit Achievement
- Miranda LeBrun...........Jackrabbit Achievement, ABS College Dean's Excellence & YELLOW AND BLUE
- Madeline Lewis..........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Dustin Lounsberry........Roberts Scholarship
- Shawn Mack.................Macksam Scholarship in Modern Languages
- Adam Manderfeld...........Jackrabbit Challenge Award
- Samuel Mellgren.........OMEGA Scholarship
- McKayla Moe...........Hasebrock Schl, Jackrabbit Challenge Award
- Jared Monson..............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Cody Myers.................Jackrabbit Achievement Award, Honors Scholarship
- Jared Neuharth..........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Keith Nosbush............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Cody Olson.................YELLOW AND BLUE
- Jace Philipsen...........Merrill Stiles Scholarship
- Cassius Pond..............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Alexander Portner........Cannon Scholarship
- Christopher Reiter........Harbigarh Scholarship in Dairy Science
- Abigail Repenning.......Ollenburg Scholarship
- Jacob Robinson...........Van Buskirk Family Engr. Scholarship
- Chandler Jansen.........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Dylan Johnson.............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Shay Johnson..............YELLOW AND BLUE
- Nicholas Sandager.......YELLOW AND BLUE
- Mitchell Sandey.........YELLOW AND BLUE
- Kasey Schmidt.............YELLOW AND BLUE